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COMCULT Video – Overall Structure and Scene Positioning 

(As at end Feb. 2006)

Scene Time Value Video

from Content

Main title sequence

1 Map of Europe

One after another, names of partner schools are superimposed at 

their approximate locations on map

Along with images of school buildings, groups of pupils can also be 

shown

2 Shared values ES Question asked of Spanish pupils:

“Does Europe have shared values?” 

3 Multiplicity Faces of pupils from various partner countries. Depiction of 

European diversity

Start of frame story

Building the common “European House”

4 DE Construction of the “European House” begins. The foundations are 

laid using particular values symbolized by bricks.

5/1 Honesty HU Video about a lost bag, an honest finder returns 

ID or cheque card to its owner. Happy ending 

with picnic (video uncut)

5/2 IT A girl pupil cheats during a test by getting hold of the teacher’s 

answer sheet. She demonstrates her honesty however by owning up 

to the deception when she hands in her test.

(video needs compressing)

6/1 Acceptance IT Sharing culinary and gourmet pleasures

(video needs compressing)

6/2 PL Pupil with impaired growth taking part in school activities

6/3 DE Muslim pupil in class in Berlin

7/1 Love DE Two female pupils at the MWS on Freiburg’s Rathausplatz

7/2 DE Goodbye kisses at Max-Weber-Schule (kissing scene)

7/3 PL Female classmates convince a bashful pupil (Elvis) of the power of 

love.

8 Loyalty PL Wedding

Master and his dog

9 Family ES Family life (in Spain)

10 Friendship ES A tearful girl sits sadly on a bench. 

Others approach to comfort her.

11 Responsibility CY A girl pupil takes a fall during a country hike.

Others help her to continue.
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Scene Time Value Video

from Inhalt

12/1

12/2

12/3

12/4

Environmental 

awareness

GR

NL

NL

NL

Pupils tidy up paper in their classroom.

Pupils in Thézée dispose of rubbish.

Motorway in the Netherlands

Pupils ride home on bicycles.

13/1

13/2

Communi-

cation

DE

ES

Pupils at Max-Weber-Schule with mobiles.

Pupils argue with a teacher and on the schoolyard.

Frame story:

The common “European House” collapses

Fresh hope flickers

14/1 Solidarity BG A classroom is refurbished for the  COMCULT Project 

NL Dutch school collects donations for Sri Lanka.

PL Polish pupils become pro-active for Nigeria.

15 Team work CY Team work while pitching tents

16/1 Equality IT Handicapped pupils rehearse a dance with schoolmates 

16/2 GR Handicapped pupils in wheelchairs do PE

16/3 PL Pupil with impaired growth in school gym 

17 Freedom PL Pupils commemorate the Solidarno

17/1 UK Asylum seeker (doctor from Pakistan)

18/1

18/2

Justice Court proceedings 

Newspaper headlines on EU Services Directive

(videos on this topic still needed!)

19/1 Religious

faith

CY Young people at an orthodox church

19/2 PL Corpus Christi procession

19/3 NL Christmas celebrations

20/1 National

consciousness

(allegiance)

BG

PL

First day at school with national flag

Marches of several partner communities with flags and banners

Freedom of 

speech

21 Electoral 

freedom

Videos on these topics are still needed

Democracy

Closing sequence: 

an “E” for Europe is erected using the bricks

22 Pluralism DE Pupils prop up parts of the “E”

Various faces from the partner schools

Unity in Diversity

COMCULT = Shared Culture


